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Abstract 
The core of the pure electric vehicle is the vehicle controller. The current vehicle control 
model needs to repeatedly optimize the user experience and its iteration speed is fast. 
However, the traditional code development method has two major pain points, such as 
long cycle and high cost, which is not conducive to the iteration of vehicle control model. 
In order to improve the above problems, this paper develops a model-based low-level 
code software development method based on GD32F450. It does not require 
handwritten code, but automatically generates vehicle logic andunderlying code by 
Simulink. Finally, operators build a model to download the generated code to the vehicle 
controller and test it. The test results show the correctness of the underlying code 
module, which verifies the effectiveness of the Simulink-based underlying code software 
development method. 
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1. Introduction 

With the progress of China's science and technology and the development of economy, it is 
accompanied by huge energy consumption, and the automobile industry, as China's pillar industry, 
accounts for an important proportion in the national economy [1]. With the dramatic increase in the 
number of car users, environmental pollution caused by the exhaust gas from cars is also becoming 
more and more serious. At present, new energy vehicles represented by electric vehicles have entered 
a stage of rapid development [2]. New energy vehicles mainly include pure electric vehicles, hybrid 
vehicles and fuel cell vehicles [3, 4]. Automobile manufacturers and suppliers all over the world have 
also invested a lot of manpower and material resources to conduct research on the most popular 
industries [5]. In recent years, with the country's strong financial subsidy support for new energy 
vehicles, the development of pure electric vehicles in China has entered a golden period of rapid 
growth [6]. The vehicle controller is very important for pure electric vehicles. It is the core part of the  
Vehicle Controller Unit (VCU), Motor Controller Unit (MCU), and Battery Management System 
(BMS), which is equivalent to the central nervous system controlling human activities [7]. Therefore, 
whether the performance of the vehicle controller is good or not directly affects the power, economy 
and reliability of the vehicle [8-10]. The traditional handwritten code requires the low-lever personnel 
to have a high degree of familiarity with the code structure and interface of the vehicle model, but the 
traditional embedded developers have little experience in this. The traditional handwritten code 
control system development method has some disadvantages such as the long development cycle, 
difficult debugging,  low reliability and high cost, which  has been unable to meet the development 
needs of modern electronic control systems [11, 12]. In the code generation stage, Simulink can 
directly use Embedded Coder, which is also the MATLAB tool chain, to automatically generate code 
[13, 14]. 
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Because the traditional development method is prone to the above shortcomings, this paper uses the 
GD32F450 of Gigadevice Semiconductor to develop a Simulink-based method that can integrate the 
low-lever interface into the model. This development method has the following advantages [15]: 
traceability, reusability, flexibility, low cost and high efficiency. This method can realize he automatic 
generation of the model code and the underlying code, and  the effective linkage between the vehicle 
logic control model and the vehicle controller hardware. Finally,  the code generated by the 
verification model is downloaded to the development board for testing to ensure the correctness of 
the underlying interface module. 

2. Simulink Model Generation Code Configuration 

The model generation code configuration mainly consists of 4 parts, including the model solver 
configuration, the system target TLC, the hook function of the target TLC, and the simulation and 
generation code. First, configure the model solver, and the vehicle model needs to be set as a discrete 
system for model-in-the-loop simulation (MIL). Secondly, the system target TLC is used to specify 
the target code running environment, and the hook function of the target TLC will place the generated 
code in the specified location, which is convenient for porting. Finally, simulation is primarily used 
to verify the reliability of the model and generate code to deploy the model to the target hardware. 
The model configuration is shown in Fig. 1 below. 

 

The model is set to a 
discrete system with a 

fixed step size

Finish

Start

System target is set 
to ert.tlc

Rewrite the hook 
function of ert

Click to run and 
Build Model

 
Fig. 1 Model configuration flow chart 

 

The model in Fig. 2 below is set to discrete fixed-step, mainly for Simulink simulation. Since the 
embedded system is a discrete system, the model also needs to be set to a discrete system, and the 
simulation results can be deployed to the embedded system. The code runs with the same result. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Model solver configuration 
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The System target file in Fig. 3 selects ert.tlc so that the code generated by Simulink can be used in 
embedded systems. After selecting ert.tlc, the Code Style, Templates and other tabs can be configured, 
and both ert_make_rtw_hook and example_file_process.tlc need to rely on ert.tlc. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Target system TLC configuration 

 

The ert_make_rtw_hook.m function is to move the generated C and H files to the specified location 
for easy management and iteration. 

The operation and Build Model shown in Fig. 4 below is to simulate and generate embedded code. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Running and compiling 

3. Simulink Model Generation Code Flow 

Fig. 5 below shows the overall process of generating code for the Simulink model. The key parts 
mainly include TLC files and RTW files. The RTW file is automatically generated when Simulink 
compiles the model. After the TLC file is generated, the RTW file is automatically deleted. The TLC 
file needs to be written and modified by the user on the basis of the template. The content of the TLC 
file determines the content of the final C file. 

 

Simulink model

RTW file

System TLC File 
Module TLC File 
Other TLC File

Model-generated C files and H files

object/executable

target hardware

RTW compilation

Makefile

Debugger download

RTW parameters are 
written to TLC file

 
Fig. 5 Code generation flow chart 

3.1 RTW File 

The RTW file is an intermediate product of the model compilation process. It records the model and 
various parameters related to the modules in the model. It records the modules, inputs, outputs, 
parameters, states, storage, and other model components in the corresponding model file. and 
properties, etc. 
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When the model generation code is completed, the RTW file will be deleted by itself, but you can 
also check it after the Retain rtw file is compiled. 

As shown in Fig. 6 below, a small part of the RTW file content is intercepted, and you can see that it 
contains the model name, version, generation time, etc. 

 

 
Fig. 6 RTW file 

3.2 TLC File 

The TLC language is a bridge between the model and the object code in Simulink, and it is an 
interpreted language. The role of the TLC file is to convert the RTW file generated by Simulink into 
specific code for the target hardware. The customization of the TLC file can realize the customization 
of the main function, the transfer of module parameters, the inclusion of the system header file, the 
calling of the target compiler, etc., and finally the automatic code generation can be realized. 

TLC files are mainly divided into system-level TLC files, main function-level TLC files, and module-
level TLC files. 

The system-level TLC file is ert.tlc, which mainly realizes the pre-configuration of the Configuration 
Parameters of the user's Simulink system. 

The main function-level TLC file is example_file_process.tlc, which mainly specifies the header files, 
comments, data types and the order of code segments of the model C file. This code creates a timestwo 
C file and writes #include "rtwtypes.h" into the Includes section of the C file. 

  %assign cFile = LibCreateSourceFile("Source", "Custom", "timestwo"). 

  %openfile typesBuf. 

  #include "rtwtypes.h". 

  %closefile typesBuf. 

  %<LibSetSourceFileSection(cFile,"Includes",typesBuf)>. 

The module-level TLC is the TLC file required when the module generates code. The module-level 
TLC file will read the parameters of the S function and write the parameters into the TLC to complete 
the link between the C file and the module, such as the commonly used Constant module. As shown 
in Fig. 7 below. 

 

 
Fig. 7 TLC file of the Constant module 

4. Low-level Code Module Design and Verification 

The design of the underlying code module is mainly divided into three parts, the module 
encapsulation of S-function, the writing of C-MEX file of S-function, and the writing of TLC file of 
S-function. Verification is mainly divided into code generation and hardware verification. 
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4.1 Low-level Code Module Design 

4.1.1 Module Encapsulation of S-function 

The module encapsulation configuration process of S-function is shown in Fig. 8 below. 

 
Create module 

Mask

Configure Icon 
page

Configure Parameters 
page

Finish

Configure the 
Documentation page

 
Fig. 8 Module package configuration process 

 

The Icon interface is mainly used to edit the appearance of S-function modules, such as adding lines, 
text, etc. The configuration of Icon only affects the appearance and has nothing to do with Parameters. 
The variables declared by Icon cannot be used in Parameters. The appearance of the module is shown 
in Fig. 9 below. 

 

 
Fig. 9 GPIO input module 

 

The Parameters interface is mainly used to add and modify module parameters, and design control 
types for them. If you want to display the Parameters parameters in the Icon, you can use the text 
function. The module parameters are shown in Fig. 10 below. 

 

 
Fig. 10 GPIO input module parameter selection 
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The Documentation interface is mainly used to add the function introduction and Help of the module, 
and write the precautions required by the module for the convenience of users, as shown in Fig. 11 
below. 

 

 
Fig. 11 GPIO input module prompt information 

4.1.2 C-MEX File for S-function 

The C-MEX file writing process is shown in Fig. 12 below.  

 

mdlInitializeSizes

mdlInitializeSampleTimes

mdlOutputs

Finish

mdlRTW

Start

mdlTerminate

initialization

simulation

code generation

 
Fig. 12 C-MEX file configuration process 

 

The initialization function is mainly to initialize module properties and module sampling time. 

The simulation function is mainly used for Simulink simulation, Since the module is mainly used to 
generate the underlying code, and the hardware cannot communicate with simulink in real time, there 
is no need to implement the simulation function. 
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The code generation function mainly writes the GUI parameter variable values obtained in the S -
function into the RTW file so that the TLC file can be used to generate the code. As shown in Fig. 13 
below. 

 

 
Fig. 13 mdlRTW function configuration 

4.1.3 TLC File for S-function 

The TLC file mainly converts the RTW file compiled by the module into the code of the GD32 
platform. As shown in Fig. 14 below. 

 

 
Fig. 14 TLC file of GPIO input module 

 

Among them, gpio_input_bit_get is the hardware platform code of GD32. The TLC file reads the 
Parameters variable of the S function and writes it to the specified location of the platform code to 
complete the platform customization of the module. 

4.2 Low-level Code Module Verification 

As shown in Fig. 15 below, the top-level model includes the following three parts, CAN baud rate 
configuration, Logo, task scheduling module and its scheduling sub-functions. Only when the CAN 
baud rates of the two devices are the same, the devices can communicate normally, so the CAN baud 
rate needs to be configured. The task scheduling module is used for task scheduling between functions. 
For example, sub-functions with low priority cannot preempt sub-functions with high priority, and 
sub-functions with high priority can be executed first. Subsystem provide scheduling interfaces for 
task scheduling modules. 
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Fig. 15 Top-level model 

 

The content of the Input subsystem model is shown in Fig. 16 below. The subsystem contains the 
following parts, switch input, CAN reception, AD acquisition. The switch input is used to collect the 
constant speed switch signal. When the key is not pressed, key_o is 0. The data frame whose ID is 
0x05 is collected, and the torque value and speed value are calculated according to the message 
relationship. AD collection is used to collect the pedal opening signal. 

 

 
Fig. 16 Input subsystem model 

 

The content of the Middle subsystem model is shown in Fig. 17 below. The subsystem contains the 
following parts, mainly to judge whether it is in constant speed mode. If it is in constant speed mode, 
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PID calculation is performed on the difference between the real speed and the target speed of 1200. 
At the same time, the torque will also affect the speed. Calculate the speed. After the torque influence 
value is obtained, the influence value is calculated by PID, and after adding the two PID calculation 
values, the pedal opening value is output to control the tracked vehicle. The simulation results of the 
Middle subsystem model are shown in Fig. 18 below. The green curve is the speed, and the purple 
curve is the pedal signal. When in constant speed mode and the speed is below the threshold, the 
pedal opening signal increases rapidly. When in constant speed mode and the speed is above the 
threshold, the pedal opening signal drops. Otherwise, leave it unchanged. 

 

 
Fig. 17 Middle subsystem model 

 

 
Fig. 18 Simulation curve 

 

The content of the Output subsystem model is shown in Fig. 19 below. The subsystem includes the 
following parts, PWM output, CAN output. The CAN output is mainly to transmit the key parameters 
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to the CAN acquisition card for storage, which is convenient for debugging. The PWM output is 
mainly to output the pedal opening signal to control the track rotation. 

 

 
Fig. 19 Output subsystem model 

 

After clicking Run and Compile, the Code Generation Report proves that the code has been 
successfully generated. You are ready to port and burn the code into hardware for testing. As shown 
in Fig. 20 below. 

 

 
Fig. 20 Code generation report 

 

As shown in Fig. 21 below, paste the MDLAutoCode folder under the model folder into the MDK 
project, then open the project and burn the code into the GD32 controller. 
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Fig. 21 Code file migration 

 

The tracked vehicle has strong adaptability to the environment, and its turning radius and longitudinal 
passing radius are smaller than those of vehicles of the same length, and have good working effect 
and strong mechanical performance. Faced with the rapid development of the transportation industry, 
there is a large demand for labor. In order to reduce the cost of manpower, the crawler car in this 
paper is mainly used for long-distance fixed-speed small-batch cargo handling. When the cargo is 
transported to the designated location, the car can be stopped by remote control and then the cargo 
can be unloaded. 

As shown in Fig. 22 below, the picture is the electrical structure diagram of the crawler vehicle. The 
battery is used for the energy supply of the vehicle, and contains DC-DC conversion to meet the 
different voltage requirements of the vehicle. The VCU is used to receive input signals and perform 
arithmetic processing. Then the output signal is generated to control the motor; The remote control is 
mainly used for the driver to control the tracked vehicle; the drive motor controller is responsible for 
converting the output signal of the VCU into a voltage signal for controlling the drive motor; the 
sensor is responsible for sampling the torque of the motor And the speed is fed back to the VCU to 
monitor the motor status. 

 

 
Fig. 22 Block diagram of the electrical structure of the vehicle 

 

Carry out real vehicle debugging, as shown in Fig. 23 below, and correct the PID parameters to obtain 
the phenomenon and the simulation curve, which are fitted. 
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Fig. 23 Real car photo 

5. Conclusion 

Aiming at the problems of long cycle, high cost and difficulty in traditional development methods, 
this paper uses GD32F450 to develop a model-based underlying software development method, 
completes the software design of the underlying modules, and then builds a simple control model 
based on Simulink software, which realizes the automatic generation of code. Finally, the generated 
code is downloaded to the vehicle controller and tested on a real vehicle. The test results verify the 
validity of the code. 
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